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SYMBOLS

A/C aircraft

Als lateral cyclic pitch, deg, tad

a blad_ llft curve slope

BIs longitudinal cyclic pitch, deg, tad

c blade chord, m

e flapping hinge offset, m

18 blade moment of inertia about flapping hinge, kg-m 2

K I through Kl2 feedforward gains

_I feedback gain vector for longitudinal ,yclic control

_2 feedback gain vector for lateral cyclic control

_3 feedback gain vector for collective control

_4 feedback gain vector for directional control

-I
Lp roll damping, sec

Lp augmented roll damping,
see-1

Lq rolling moment due to pitch rate, sec -I

L_a unaugmented rolling moment due to lateral stick, rad/sec2/cm ,i

L_ap augmented roll moment due to lateral stick, rad/sec2/cm

Mp pitching moment due to roll rate, sec -I

Mq pitch damping, sec-I

Mq augmented pitch damping, sec "!

M_c pitching moment due to collective input, rad/sec2/cm

M_e unaugmented pitching moment due to longitudinal stick input,
rad/secZ/cm

^

M_e p augmentedrad/secZ/cm_Itchlngmoment due to longitudinal stick input, _I

Nr yaw dam_ing, sec"I i

!
ill i
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N_c yawing moment due to collective input, rad/soe2/cm

N_p yawing moment due to pedal, rad/sec2/cm

p aircraft roll rate, rad/s_c

q airer_}ft pitch rate, rad/soc

R rotor radius, m

r aircraft yaw rate, tad/see

s Laplace transform variable

T transposition of a vector

u, v, w components of airspeed along the aircraft body axes, xt y, z,
respectively

V true airspeed, m/see

x aircraft state vector, x _ (u, w, q, 8; v, p, _, r)T

-I
Zw vertical damplng, sec

Z_c vertical sensitivity, m/sec2/cm 1

!
7 Lock number, _ pacR4/l s

A incremental value

_a later..l control displacement, em

lateral stick deflection, cm
6ap

6c collective control displacement, cm

collective stick deflection, cm
_Cp

6e longitudinal control displacement, cm _

ilongitudinal stick deflection, cm
6ep

6p pedal deflection, cm

e e/R

damping ratio

O aircraft pitch attitude, deg, tad

KB flapping hinge restraint, m-N/tad

iv
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f_ _li.r dvnnlty, kg/m 3
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A LT!.OTED SINULA'rOR STUDY OF AtI(;MENTATION SYSTEMS TO JMPR(IVI';

IIEI,IlCC)PTERFI+YINC_QUALITIES IN TERRAIN FI,IfIIFI'

llob,_rt T. N. Clien, Pater D. Talbot, Ronald hi. C,ord(m, :lrld ll+illi(,I (:. I.,;,,:,,,

Araes Roa(:,arch Cpnt(:r

S tlbIMARY

A piloted s.l,mu:l;ltlm_ study as_tos_tod various levol;_ (_1 _;t,'ibllll-v _Jn,I ,.,,,,+
t:r(}l augmentation designed to improve the flytng qu,'llltle_i in t(,i:'r;tln II l.Jil
t,f t__ev_,ral, hell.copter_t. Pour basic _inglc-rotor hellcc_pt't.r,q, out, t_,_,l,.cl,,l.,,
_,l_. articulated, and two hingeless, whtch were found to have ;_ v:+c!.t, tv ,_1
major dertclencies in a previous fixed-based simulator study, were selt,,,l'c.d ;_:_
ha_m.l.lne conftgurat'fons. The stability and control augment:at:inn ._;y:.Ift,i_l:'
(SCAB) incl.ude simplu control augmentation systems (CAB) l odc, couplt: i>; t,'l, ,ll.I
w_w re._lponsos due to collective, input and to quicken the pi;:,!h and rill1 c_,lr--
t roi responses; SCAB of rate-command type designed to optimize, the sen._iitt9itv
and damping and to decouple the pitch-toil due to aircraft angular ,_-,'it:,-; _md
attitude-command type SCAB. Pilot ratings and commentary are presented as

well as performance data related to the task. SCAB control usages and t:heit

gain levels associated with specific rotor types are also discussed.

INTRODUCTION

A ,-°,'+°archprogram In progress at Ames Researcb Center ._t,c,k_;tt,!J,.)vid,._.

data base for helicopter flying qualities and control system de_;Ign t.i+Iteri;t.

in a previously reported part of the program (ref. I), the effects of large

wtriotioi_s of important rotor system design parameters on fly lng q,mlil [(,._::,nd
agfiLity in terraln-following flight were investigated. The de._+lgnp,'i:'m,,,l.t>:

thnt were varied were flapplng-hinge offset, flapping-hlnge re:;traint, blmh,
hock nutnber, and pitch-flap coupling. Over 40 helicopter confil:.urat:i_m'uwere

;nvesligated, of which few were found to have satlsfoctory hai+dlJng q,m111it,.,-'
for the terrain-followlng task.

..

To extend the data base, further experiments have been conducted to ._;v:_.-

t_:i:latic_lJlyinvestigate the use of stability and control augmt,ntati,m :y;;t:enm

(SCAB) of several levels of sophistication to improve terrain-flying char,'ic-
tcrlst[cs for the configurations with deficiencies identified In reference ].

l.',.n:helicopters were selected from the previous study as conl;iguratloni_ that

,.×emp]Lfled the deficiencies in flying qualities of their types and whicl, lend
thorns°ryes to ewiluatlon of the SCAB concepts of interest. The helletq,tt,r
_'¢u_figuratlons consisted of one teetering rotor with a high blade l.ert l;i;:ill

,'ttti.c_ulatt_d rotor; and two hfngeless rotors with different L'fft'ctlvt, hirlgt,
,.,fruet and Lock number. Speetftc deficiencies associated with e_lc'h rt,tt,r 13'1.'
were (.1) low t-ontrol sensitivity and damping and excessive y;lw dile t,_
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collectlvm for the teetering rotor_ (2) strong pltch-roll coupling and h_l
roll control sensitivity for the articulated rotorl (3) oxeesslve pitch duo to

collectlvm input for the h£ngoless rotor with low blad_ inertia and larg_

hinge offset_ and (4) low pitch and roll t_,_itlit_vltyfor the h_ngoloss rotor

with high blade Inortla and moderate hinge off_ot. Stability and control

augmentation systems having several levels of sophistication wore then defined
for those four basle configurations for piloted evaluation.

The SCAB that wore investigated consisted of two main groups. Thu first

group, called deeoupllng and rate-command type SCAB, dealt directly w_th the

spuclflc deficiencies assoelatcd with tile four aircraft. They _nelude control

response decoupling in pitch and yaw due to collective input; Improved stabil-
ity and control responses in pitch, roll, and yaws and eliminating coupling

between pitch _nd roll axes due to aircraft angular rate. The second group
consisted of more sophisticated SCAS that required attitude feedback. _tis

group of SCAB was expressly studied to determine the extent to which pitch and
roll attitude command control could improve agility in terrain flight.

There were four specific objectives for the investigation: (i) to deter-

mine the extent to which flying qualities can be improved, (2) to determlno

whether there exlsts a preferred type of SCAB for the task, (3) to assess the

SCAS gain levels required to achieve satisfactory flying qualities, and (4) to
determine the SCAS control usage for determination of SCAS actuator authority

requirements and other implementation considerations.

The paper discusses the specific SCAS design objectives and design pro-
cedure, the SCAB configurations for piloted evaluation, the simulation experi-

ment, the subjective pilot data and objective performance data acquired, and

the results of the experiment.

AUGMENTATION SYSTEMS

As mentioned earlier, the design objectives of the first SCAS group were

to eliminate or to overcome the various deficiencies in flying qualities

exemplified by the four basic helicopters selected from the previous simula-
tion study (ref. I). As shown in table i, those deficiencies ranged from

inadequate damping and sensitivity in pitch and roll axes for the teetering

rotor helicopter with a high blade inertia to the excessive pitch coupling due

to collective input for a hlngeless rotor helicopter. The concept of the

first SCAB group designed to overcome the observed deficiencies is described
in the following.

Decoupling Pitch and Yaw Responses Due to Collective Input

Increased control power obtained through hinge offset or a stiffened

flapping hinge produces a coupling in pitch moment due to collective input
that can reach undeslrnble levels. For example, the pitching moment due to

collective input for a hlngeless rotor helicopter is shownl Jn table 2 and is

indicated to increase with airspeed. This pitching moment was eliminated by
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]
cross-feeding tlle collect:Iv¢,:[nput to the longitudinal cyclic. The control

croAs-feed gain, ,Se/_ep, required to docouplo the pltehing moment, I_ sho_l In

figuro l, A strnight line approximation for Achodullng this cress-food galn

with th¢_ alrspoed wml found to be ndoq,ate. Similar sclmdulos were u_1od for
other _tudy aircraft.

Th. ynwtng moment duo. to col]ootivc, input existed in all th_ _t.dy 11011-
e,opt(_rl_ (Floe. tablo_ 2_4), The magnitude of the coupling momenl tH t_hown in
table 2 as an example of the h:l.ngo]u_H rotor helicopter, H]. The, _(.mtrol.
cross-feed from the _:olloctlvo inpu_ to the d:[r_etional control n_qulred to

deeouple tho ytJw:l.ng moment for thl_ alrcraft in dep.teted in figure I, The

(_ros_ti[o{'d g_rl.u, 8p/,_ep, :[_ a nonl:lnenr fnnetlon of atrlqpeed, the ,_hape of
which is si, milar to the, famt,,llar required power curve, '.rhls e.ro_s-feed e..ntrol

'I

law and _he, t'.ontrel cresol-feed from the collective input to the longltudlnal
cyclic de.sc'ril_ed earl._er were de_31gned to deeoup.l.e, only the tntt'la] anpular I
a¢celurations in yaw and plteh due to ,'olleet[vu tnput. To achieve a pL,rfeet

deeoupllng In the pitch and yaw responses due to vollectlve input reqtdres
feedback of aircraft state varlnblcs as well a_ the control aross-fced. It

was found, however, that using only the cross-feed centrol laws deHerlbed
above virtually eliminated the undesirable coupled responses.

A cou.varison of the angular rate responses of the augmented and unaug-

mented aircraft to a step-collectlve input at 60 knots is shown in figure l(b).

The strong pitch and yaw couplings for the basic hlngeless rotor helicopter

have been substantially reduced by the cross-feed control laws in figure l(a).

Note that the SCAS control laws included an augmentation in yaw damping in
addition to the pitch and yaw decoupling functions, This was provided by

feeding back yaw rate to the directional control, 6p. This function will be
further discussed later in the paper, i

Decoupling Pitch and Roll Due to Aircraft Angular Rate

The articulated rotor helicopter selected for this study had excessive
pitch-roll coupling due to aircraft angular rate (see table I). Table 3 shows

these coupling derivatives, Lq and Mp, along with other derivatives of inter-
est as functions of airspeed for the basic articulated rotor helicopter. The

control law used to achieve a pltch-roll decoupling (i.e., Lq = Mp = 0) was to
feed the pitch rate to lateral cyclic and roll rate to longitudinal cyclic

control. The feedback gains, 6a/q and 6e/p, are shown in figure 2. Since
these gains vary little with airspeed, constant gains based on the nominal

airspeed of 60 knots were used in the simulation experiment.

Augmentations to Improve Control Responses in Pitch and Roll Axes

The sensitivity and damping in pitch and roll axes were augmented for

both _he teetering rotor helicopter and the articulated rotor helicopters.
The sensitivity and damping for the two agumented aircraft are shown in

table 5. For thu artlculated rotor, the objective was to achieve the lew,lu

of sensitivity and damping in pitch and roll equivalent to those of the

3
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hingele.s_ rotor helicopter. For the teetering rotor helicopter, the augm_.nt_d

8_.nsitlvity and damping w_re _et lower than for the articulated rotor to l_mlt

the feedforward and f¢edback gainm somewhat. A comparison of the gala ]avels
at fl0knots for the two Aircraft to Aehlevo their respective design goals i_

also shown In table 5. Notm that the galn level8 are moderate for the artlcu_

lated rotor, but ar_ rather high for the teetering rotor, eBpecially in pi.tch
axis, The variation of these mains with tile airspeed is _hown in figure 3 for
the teetering rotor helicopter and in figure 4 for the articulated rote,: he,]i-

copter, Since they do not change _i, gnificant._y with airspeed, a sot of f_xed
gains based on the nomina,l airspeed of 60 knots was usod in the _imulat_.on
e_poriment. A comparison of the responne of the augmented and the unaugmented
articulated rotor hel, ieoptcr at 60 knots to a stop input in the longitudt, nal
stick is shown in f:Lgure 4. Note that the strong roll coupling of the basic
aircraft ha_ been drastical, ly reduced by the augmentation system. Also, the
poor pitch response of the basic aircraf_ has been significantly improved by
the rate command type SCAS.

An alternative series of augmentation systems was designed for the teeter-
ing rotor helicopter to improve control responses in pitch and roll through
use of control quickening. The design was performed using the roll axis as an

example by employing a control law of the form (see fig. 6)

[ ]6a(S) = KS + 1 + 1:2s _ap (s) (1)

which is a proportional plus a high-pass (or "washout") filter. For short-

term response, assume that the roll rate to lateral control can be represented
by the roll mode alone, that is,

L8a

-P- (s) = (2)
8a s - Lp

With the quickener (i), the roll rate to the lateral stick transfer function
then becomes

If KS, K7, and _2 are chosen such that

K5 _

KSz2 + K7 -Lp (4) _

4



then (3) b_-,.como_

_np _

Thun, [n renponne to the lateral tltlek input, the off_.:etlvo roll thin., eon_-_tant,

l.n a tlhort-torm bnt_el, i_ T?, UFIIn8 _11¢_d_,nJ.sn obJ(w_Jw, for the to_:_t_,r:Ing
rotor he.lieoptor _t_ _hown in table 5, r..ho paramntor_ f_r the roll q_vl.ckonor

w(aro: 'r2 m 0.2, K,_ _ 2, and K7 ,.0.3. h simflar proe¢,duro wa_-_.sod for the
de_'lgn _f the qu:l¢:kcm, r for the pitch coutr, ol,

Augm_.nt:atlon to Improve Control Responses in Yaw and Vertical Axes

The four study lmllcopters had almost identical sensitivity and damping

characterlstJcs In the yaw and vertical axes. The yaw damplnglof the basic
aircraft was deemed somewhat low (at 60 knots, Nr =- 1.2 see" ); therefore it

was slightly augmented (to Nr = -1.6 sec "I) by feeding back yaw rate to the

directional control _p. For the piloted evaluation purposes, the vertical
damping and vertical control sensitivity were augmente_ for some test config-
urations to a level twice that of the basic aircraft.

Attitude-Command SCAS

The first group of SCAS was relativel F simple in its implementation_

requiring simple feedbacks and cross-feed that need only rate instrumentation.

Experiments were also conducted with a more sophisticated group of SCAS that

require attitude instrumentation. This SCAS concept was applied to all three
types of helicopters to achieve the same objectives of control and response

decoupling as explored for the rate-command systems and in addition an attitude

command feature in response to the pilot's pitch and roll control inputs.

The design objectives for the attitude SCAS are shown in tables 6 and 7

for the articulated rotor helicopter and the teetering rotor helicopter,

respectively. For the hlngeless rotor helicopter, design goals similar to
those of table 6 were used; as a result, positive rate feedback, rather than

the normal negative feedback, was necessary for both pitch and roll because of
high inherent damping of the hingeless rotor.

The gain levels required to achieve the design objectives in pitch and
roll axes are shown in table 8 for the articulated and teetering rotor heli-

copters. Note that the gain levels for the teetering rotor, because of the

low control sensitivity, were several times higher than those of the articu-

lated rotor. Figure 5 shows an example of the effect of attitude-command
system (AIb) on the response of the basic articulated rotor heliceoter to a

step input in longitudinal stick. Note that the rate-type response o[ tile
basic aircraft has been converted to an attltude-response system. It is inter-

esting to note that the strong coupling in the roll response of the basic
aircraft has been decoupled substantially with the employment of attitude



st_billzatlon; th_ d_coupllng control law for th_ pitch and roll due to aLr-

craft angular rat_) an discussed earlier in th_ paper was not employed in these
at titudo-command systems.

The _ig_nvaluos of the lln_arlz_d aircraft dynamics of basic nrtlculntod

rotor hcllcoptor and the augmc_ntod alters|it with the AI5 attltud_command

nyn_m nr_ shown in tabl¢_ 9. For comparlnon purposes, the _ig_nvaluon ar_,

also shown for the simpler system employing docoupllng and rate comma, d. NoLo

that the untltabl_ phugoid made of tlm basic nircrnft has bo_n ntnb_llz_,d l_y

both augm_ntatlon flystomf-1.Tnbln iO glw_n a complete ].Intlng of th_ ,qCA,qeon-
figurations that wore evaluated in the piloted t_imul.atlonoxporlmont. F[t-,,,Iro6

shows a gnnor.ql block dla_;ram of the _Imulation mechanization of th_ augmonta-

tlon systems dlsctmsed In thl_ scot:Ion. The. forwllrd loop integrators In p:l.t_.h
and roll axet_, shown in figure 6, were included for the asaossmoni: of rate-

command-attitude hold systems, which war,.:not oval,ated :in the pr¢,e}cntstudy.

SIMULATION EXPERIMENT

Simulator and Cockpit Instruments

The simulator used in this experiment was the Ames Flight Simulator _or

Advanced Aircraft (FSAA) (fig. 7). A detailed description of this slx-degree-

of-freedom, moving base simulator is given in reference 2. The pilot was

provided with pedals,'cycllc stick and collective controls, and a basic set of

flight instruments (shown in fig. 8) including a barometric altimeter, rate-

of-cllmb, attitude-director indicator, airspeed, and engine torque indicator,
The visual scene was presented through the cab window on a color TV monitor

with a collimating lens. The total field of view encompassed 36° vertically
and 48 ° horizontally.

The collective stick was provided with some friction but with no force

gradient. The force-feel characteristics of the cyclic stick and pedals were

provided by an electro-hydraulic unit with adjustable breakout, static gra-
dient, and viscous damping. The gradients and control travels are shown in

table ii. The viscous damping level was adjusted to give a well-damped

response to control displacements that was Judged representative of production
helicopters with which the pilots were familiar. The cyclic and pedal forces

could be retrimmed, using a switch on the control panel, to zero for any con-
trol position. The pilots were permitted to fly the task with the control
force gradient removed if they desired to do so.

Helicopter Model

The basic mathematical model used to describe the helicopter in this

experiment was the same nine-degree-of-freedom model (i.e., three-degree-of-

freedom tip-path-plane dynamics and six-degree-of-freedom rigid body dynamics),
used in the previous study (ref. I). The specific features of the mathemati-

cal model are that the main rotor explicitly includes the tlp-path-plane
dynamics and several major rotor system design parameters, such as

6



flapping-hinge, restraint, flapping-hinge offset, blade Lock numhor, and pitch-
flap coupling, Appropriata combinations of these parametors pormlt exploratory
study _o be, made of the flying quallti_s of hollcopte_r_ with a wide varloty of

rotor _Ws tons.

For the.present f_udy, a general form of _tnhi.1._tyand control augmenta-

tion ny_tnm wan lncorp_._rat_-_d into tllo flight-control _y_tom (f_g, 6) to re,corn- (
modatu _ho ,q_AS conf.lgurnl:lonn of into.r_t at-1 dn_-_crtbud in _h. prcvt.oun
s_ctlon, i

'l!ank bo|_er'l pt ion '.

To gLve the pllottt a ropoatal_lo taf_k to perform that wml ri*prttlltql|,li_vt*

of gerrain fllp, ht, an ob_}tacl.u courlm wa_ dlwtscd on ti,t, _orr_:l.n model, utlcd In
the _e,w, ration of the v_sual t-lethe, A photograph of the terrain mod.1 Is
t_hown ,In figure 9. The course con_,istod of I-| _eri, o. of irregularly tq_aced
barrie.ta with model trcu_ arranged down the uonterltne. The spac:i_r. ,f the

10-m-hlgh barrlvrs wried between 140 and 280 m, Trees, approximakely 15 m
high, with the same spacing intervals as the barriers but Hhifted An phase
relative to them, welt placed so as to form u slalom course within tht,hurdles,

as shown in figure i0. The pliers were given instructions to fly "_s lot#as
possible and as fast as possible" through the course, banking alternately left

and right around the trees and dropping down between the barriers. The task
started with an initial condition of 60-knot trimmed level flight approxi-

mately 35 m above ground level. Minimum vertical obstacle clearance was

limited to 5.1 m by a device designed to protect the television camera optics
from inadvertent impact with the model terrain.

Each pilot was allowed a limited number of runs with a standard configura-

tion at the beginning of his simulation test period in order to allow him to
become reaccu_tomod to the simulator and task.

Evaluation Pilots

Three pilots participated in the experiment. Pilot A had extensive test
experience in V/STOL and conventional aircraft with over 800 hr of helicopter

time. Pilot B had flown over 1500 hr in various helicopters, and Pilot C had

more than 2000 hr in helicopters, including experience in combat and in Army
preliminary evaluation of prototype helicopters.

Data Acquisition

Recorded data were of three types; (I) st_Jectlve pilot ratings and

verbal comments recorded at the conclusion of each run; (2) post-run summaries;

and (3) time histories of helicopter motion variables and control system usage
recorded on digital tape for further analysis.

The pilots were asked to give a numerical Cooper-Harper rating (ref. 3)

inmmdiately upon completion of the task. and then to amplify the numerical

7



ratin_, with specific comments directed to deficiencies in flying qualities,
such as coupling, control powor_ or lack of coordination, and to give subjec-

tive impresHion_ of motion cues and performance, much aA speed and a]titudo

through the cour_o,

The porte-run summarlotl provld_d a quick-look capabl]Ity for a_m_Hlnp, moan
wd.p_l and nI:andard dpvlatlons of o llmi,t¢_dnumber of varlablpn, snell a_ holghI:

through the courno, normal and lateral acceleration, control ponitlont_, and

Hidotll.ip angle.
I

Ih_r mibt_oquont analytdr,, tlmo hl_tor!nn of 37 wtrl-nblot_ wore rorordo,l l.ii
the form .f diggtal data on m_guotlc tape namplod at 46_.mnoc tnt:orw_l., 'l'h.tu,
vnrlablotl lncludod body attl.l:udo_l, angular and linear raeot_ a.d acvol¢,r.qt/onn,
fllF,,ht;_pa_h ¢oot?dinat:o_, p_lot control pon_-t_ona, and S{:h,q arl:uator pot_l.l:|onl_
and rotate. Thane dat_ enabled obJoctlw:,_ performance pompnr.lt::ont_ between pllol:t_
and _:onfl.gurat:lot_t_ to be made on the battltl .',f t:l.mo t. cempl,,_O the, r.ur,..',: mid
mean al.t:Jtudo t_hrough the ¢3urso,

RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENT

The results of the piloted simulation experiment were sun_artzed in pilot
ratings and commentary as well as in performance data related to the experi-
ment ta_k, namely, the time to complete the course and mean height above the

ground.

To relate the present moving base simulation on th_ FSAA to the previous
fixed-base simulation on another Ames simulator, the example unaugmented hell_

copters were first evaluated on the FSAA wlth and without motlon. The results

for the four basic helicopters of interest are shown in figure ii. The ratings

of the two pilots who had flown both simulators, Pilots A and B, are generally
consistent; for each of them the discrepancy in pilot ratings obtained in two

experiments for the four basic helicopters was no more than one ratffng point.

Table 12 summarizes the complete pilot rating data for the experiment

from the three evaluation pilots. In the following paragraphs, data are

examined to assess the effects of (i) decoupling the pitch and yaw responses

due to collective input; (2) augmentations using rate-command type SCAS and
attitude-command type SCAB; and (3) control quickening for teetering rotor

helicopters. An assessment was also made of the effect of the rotor type on
8CAS authorities.

Effect of Decoupling Pitch and Yaw due to Collective Input

As would be anticipated, the experimental results show that the control

augmentation systems designed to deeouple the pitch and yaw responses due to

collective input improved flying qualities. Figure 12 shows an example of the

flying quality improvement for a series of decoupling CAS for a hlngeless 1
rotor helicopter. It can be seen from this figure that an increase in

J
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pitching moment due to collective input in excess of that of the basic aircraft
degraded flying qualities; Improvement was achieved by eliminating the coupling

in pitching moment duo to collective input. Further improve.meat was made by
deeouplIng both tht_ pitching and yawing moments due to eol]eetive Input,

Also nhown in the flgure are tile time t(_ complete the course and the mean

height above the ground for the corr¢,sponding CAS conflgurtltJonlq, There was a
trend toward de,crosslet tile time nee¢,_sttryto complete tileaourse as aircraft

flying qualities :Improved; however, th,_me.an height above the ground showed n
slight re,verso trend for this serlos of augmentation systems.

It should be noted that unless 1,ndlcated otherwise, the rt_su]ts shown in

figure 12 and In tile figures that follow are the combined data from evaluation

Pilots A, B, and C. Tilebraeket_ -_ncompass the extreme values, aud thu dot
ind,lcates the mean value of the data.

Rate-Command SCAB

As noted in previous discussions, the rate-command SCAB were designed

with several functional objectives. Those objectives included the primary
function of improving the sensitivity and damping in pitch and roll; decoupllng

yaw and/or pitch due to collective input; and decoupling the pitch-roll due to
aircraft angular rate. The results of the evaluation experiment showed that

this type of SCAB significantly improved the terrain-flying agility ov_r

otherwise unacceptable basic helicopters.

Figure 13 shows examples of the results for this type of augmentation
system for an articulated rotor helicopter. On the far left in figure 13 is

the basic aircraft. Slight improvement was achieved with an augmentation to

decouple the pltch-roll due to aircraft angular rate (i.e., Lq = Mp = 0);
further substantial improvement in pilot rating was made by increasing the

level of augmentation to optimize the sensitivity and damping in pitch and

roll; and finally, more improvement was made by further use of control augmen-

tation to decouple the yaw due to collective input.

The time to complete the course for this series of augmentation systems
again showed some correlation with the pilot rating data; but the mean height

above the ground did not indicate a discernible trend.

Attitude-Command Augmentation

The experimental results for the attitude-command augmentation systems

also showed a substantial improvement in terrain-flylng agility over otherwise

unacceptable helicopters (e.g., the articulated rotor helicopter and the
teetering rotor helicopter).

Figure 14 shows examples of the results for a serles of attitude SCAB

(see table 6) for the articulated rotor helicopter. As might be expected, the

sensitivity in aircraft attitude change per unit stick deflection in pitch and
roll axes as well as the variations in bandwidth had significant effect on the



handling qualities. Only a few c_mlbination_ of thom_ p_r_mt_t:orn wore ewllu_ltod
during thin experiment, Perhaps further improvo_ontt_ eml ho made IW opt lm[_'[ng
the_;¢_ p_lr_lBiOtertt °

Again, lho ine_ln hol.ght Hbovo t11o ground _howod I1O doflnitl.vo I roml, 1-11
thort_ wllH good 12orl'ol.llt_loll between the time to eonlplete thv ¢ottrH¢, Hlld pilot
rHt [rig d_lt_i for |his HorloH of allgnlelllat Ion HV_IIOmH,

It [H illteroHt [llp, t t_ eompnro dlrqe_ly the ri'Hult'H o[ t|It: _ a|_ I Iudo-rolnmn1_d
Hltgmolltat Ion llyHtCqllH wlth thOHO ¢11" rate-eomt_Ind _lyHtemH. l"ll;urc 15 HhowH :1

colnpilr[Holl el" [m|}rovt,n|orlL_1 11_Ido by tllctm two sorie_ of HtlgmelltHl [o11 HyHtt'llIH
for Pllot A. Some major commentv, that Pilot A made for tlle_e augmentatio11
sy_telnH are alto} Mmwn In table 13. Pllott_ A, B, and C did not 'Imllealo a
clear-cut prL:ferenee for either t'.ypo of augmelltatlon.

(kmtrol Qulckentng for Teeterlug Rotor Ilel'leopter

A series of control augnlent_Itlon systems, designed to quicken the pitch
and roll response characteristics of tlle teetering rotor helicopter with high
blade inertia, was ewlluated. No significant improvements were found for this
series of attgmelltaL'lon.

l"igure 15 shows a comparison for l'ilot A of this series o[ control aug-
mentation systems with rate-eonmmnd and attitude-conmtand attgmentation systems
for the teetering rotor helicopter studied. Significant improvements wore
found for both tlte rate- and attitude-commaltd systems i.n contra g to the
cent rol-q ut cken tag augmentat ion ny8 terns. !

Effect of the Rotor Type on SCAS Control Authorities

One of the main objectlw:s of this study is to assess the control usage
by the stability and control augmentation systetm_. The SCAS control usage

provides a basis for determining tile amount of control authority to be allo-
cated to the SCAS. It therefore has inmtediate effect on the safety and l
redundancy design of the SCAB.

Data pertainiug to the control usage by the pilot, SCAS, and the total

pilot SCAS in completing a run through tilecourse have been recorded and ana-

lyzed to obtain their extreme values as well as mean and rms values. Fig-

ures 10-18 show, for Pilots A, B, and C, respectlvely, tile control usage for
tile pitch and roll axes for five augmented aircraft with good handling

qualit its.

To provide a ba_ta for eompartson, tile control usage obt_lined from tlle
three basic hel.ieopters Is uho_m in figure 19 for Pilots A, B, and C. In
figtlre [9, tile dots |lldlt'ate the mean values of control linage, expressed lu
terms of the pereenta}.,o of tile total cockp:it control d l.qplacement l lmlt_, and
tile brackets indicate tile extreme vnhles. Be¢_ltlSe the control gear lugs Iron1
tile control, stick to the 8washplate are different for the three type8 o1
helicopters (shown In tables 2-4), it may be desirable to express tlle control

10
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usage In terms of swaHhplate displacement. Figures 20-22 show the pitch and

roll control usage, oxpr_ssed in terms of swashplato displacement, for

Pilots A, B, _nd C, respoatlv_ly, for the five augmented a_rcr_ift described

earller. Figures 23-25 show the corresponding control usap,(,cxprosI_od in

terms of the rms of the: swashplate displacement.

The SCAS control usage for the hingeless rotor and arttcu]at_,d rotor
hol,lcoptors was well within the total control authority for all the ov,_qluatlon

pilots. For the tcetcrlng rotor helicopter, the SEAS and tlm t_tal pllc_t So:AS

control usage wore excessive, expeclally in the pitch axis. When interpreting
these data, it should be recognized that during the experiment the pl]ot con-

trol usage was limited to the 100% value while the SCAS and the total control

usages were deliberately unlimited to permit assessment of the total control
requirement s.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The piloted simulator investigation on the moving base Flight Simulator

for Advanced Aircraft of stability and control augmentation systems to improve
terraln-flying agility has led to the following conclusions:

I. Deeoupling the yaw response due to collective input significantly

improved flying qualities for terrain following

2. Decoupling the pitch response due to collective input improved flying
qualities for hingeless rotor helicopters

3. Both rate-command type SCAS and attitude-command type SCAS made sub-

stantial improvements in terrain-flying agility over otherwise unacceptable

helicopters; no evidence was found for a clear-cut preference for either type
of augmentation for the task flown

4. The SCAS control usage and gain levels were moderate for hingeless

rotor and articulated rotor helicopters, but they were excessive for teetering
rotor helicopters

ll
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TABLE I.- BASIC HEI,ICOPTERS FOR AUGMENTATION STUDY

Experiment l 17- Mnj or htmd l_.ii-_( "qua-¥]-t_; .......fen f iA_urat Ion Rotor sys tern paramet_ rs do f t t, t tree I e_

Teetering rotor helicopter

pitch, roll.; damping, t, pitch,
HI.oliVe:off_u,t t 0 roll too low; ,_xce_slvt, ynw

coupling due to ('olloetiw,

restraint Kf_/l.B_'_ 0 input

Articulated rotor het._copter

A L_ek number y _ 9 Strong plteh-roll eoupllng due

to aircraft angular rote; roll

Hinge offset c = 0.05 control sensitivity too high

restraint KB/IB_l_ = 0Hinge

Hingeless rotor hclico)ter

HI Lock number Y = 9 Excessive pitch coupllng due

to collective input

Hinge offset e = 0.14

Hinge restraint Ks/IBe2 = 0.03

H2 Lock number _ = 3 Control sensitivity too low
in both pitch and roll

Hinge offset c = 0.i0

Hinge restraint K8/18_ 2 = 0.03

13
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TABLE 2.- STABILITY DERIVATIVES OF BASIC HINGELESS

ROTOR HELICOPTER, HI

Airspeed, ikno s
D_rlvatlw Unlt 0 1 40 60 80 I00

Pitch

Mq i/s_c -2.70 -2.92 -3.00 -3.08 -3117 1

Mp I/sec .76 .70 .69 .69 .71

M_c rad/sec2/cm a .33 .34 .34 .35 .37

M_c rad/sec2/cm .002! .09 .14 .19 .24

Roll

Lp i/sec -9.66 -10.23 -10.23 -10.17 -9.78

Lq i/sec -2.79 -2.55 -2.48 -2.42 -2.37

L_a rad/sec2/cm 1.19 1.18 1.18 1.17 1.17

Yaw

Nr i/sec -0.60 -1.33 -1.20 -1.25 -1.33

N_p rad/sec2/cm .40 .38 .31 .35 .37

N_c rad/sec2/cm .19 .13 .06 .04 .038

Heave

Zw i/sec -0.21 -0.50 -0.67 -0.76 -0.81

Z_c ft/sec2/cm -3.70 -3.77 -3.96 -4.17 -4.40

aNote: Pitch and roll control gearings from the stick to

swashplate are 0.49 and 0.48 deg/cm, respectively.
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TABLE 3.- STABILITY DERIVATIVES OF BASIC ARTICULATED ROTOR
HELICOPTER

I Airspeod, knotsDerivative _nl_ =_ d 3 40 I_ 80 ] 100

Pitch

Mq i/soc '0.56 -0.68 -0.73 -0.77 -0,81

Mp i/see .39 : .38 .37 .37 .37

M_c rad/soc2/cm _ .17 .17 .18 .18 .19

M____c - rad/soc2/cm 0 .024 .04 .05 .06

Roll

Lp 1/see -2.52 -2.94 -3.00 -13.Oi -'2.86

Lq l/see -1.92 -1.84 -1.78 -1.72 -1.67

L6a rad/sec2/cm .71 .71 .71 .71 .71

Yaw

Nr -0.60-1.33-1.20-1.2S-i 33
N_p rad/sec2/cm .40 .39 .32 .33 .37

N6c rad/sec2/cm .19 .13 .06 .05 .047

Heave

zw I/sec -o.21 -o.sl -0.68 -0.76 -o.81

Z_c ft/sec2/cm -3.70 -3.76 -3.93 -4.13 -4.35

aNote: Pitch and roll control gearings from stick to

swashplate are 0.96 and 0.81 deg/cm, respectively.
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TABLE 4,- STABILITY DERIVATIVES OF BASIC TEETERINC ROTOR

HELICOPTER

_ Air_peed, knet_
,_riv_tivo _.it L 0 I 40 I ....6o] .....S_-- _6o

Pi_eh

.....Mq I/Bee -0.38 -0.59 -0.67 -o.71 '0.73

Mp 1/Bee .22 .21 .21 .21 .20

rad/soc_/cm a .035 .035 .035 .035 .035
M_ e

rad/sec2/cm .0004 .002 .007 .Oll .014M_e
,, ..... . ....... I L,,l ,, " " .-

Roll

Lp 1/see -1.79 -2.66 -2.85 -2.90 -2.8'0

Lq i/see -1.06 -1.06 -.97 -.87 -,76

L_a rad/sec2/cm .15 .15 .15 .16 .16
, ,d

Yaw

Nr i/see -0.60 -1.34 -1.21 -1.26 -1.34

N_p rad/sec2/em .40 .39 .32 .35 .37

N6e rad/sec2/cm .19 .14 .06 .05 .05
,, : • ,4, ,,,,

Heave

Zw i/see -0.21 -0.51 -0.67 "-0.76 ....-0,81

Z_c ft/sec2/em -3.70 -3.76 -3.92 -4.11 -4.32

aNote: Pitch and roll control gearings from the stick to

swashplate are 0.52 and 0.43 deg/cm, respectively.
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TABLE 6,- ATTITUDE SCAS FOR ARTICULATED ROTOR HELICOPTER

Approximat_ longitudinal Approximatelatoral-dlrnetlonal

dynamics dynamics
E_p

eonflguration A -_I, _n ' _ _ap

rad/_oe dog/cm rad/_eo dog/era

All 2.5 1 2.24 2.5 1 4.53

AI3 2.0 1 2.24 2.0 1 7.87

A15 2.0 1 3,94 2.0 1 7.87

Yaw' rate-augmented, co110ctlvo to yaw decouplod,

TABLE 7.- ATTITUDE SCAS FOR TEETERING ROTOR HELICOPTER ,:

Approximate longitudinal Approximate
dynamics lateral-directlonal

dynamics

Exp - _ ...... 1

0: _i_]configuration _n' _ _Cp s.s. _ 6ap s.s.

red/see deg/cm red/see deg/em

TII 2.5 i 2.24 2.5 i 4.53

TI2 2.5 i 1.14 2.5 1 4.53
T13 1.9 0.9 1.93 1.8 1.2 4.49

TI4 1.9 .9 1.93 1.8 1.2 6.69

TI5 1.9 .9 1.93 1.8 1.2 8.90

Yaw: rate-augmented, collective to yaw decoupled.
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TABLE 8,- CObiPAR[SON OF CAIN LEVELS FOR ATTITUDE SCAS AT 50 KNOTS

Galn_

Augmollt od atrvrafl: .....
To_3tor!ng Artlt'u]4_t_,d

dynamitcn P_lr;m_ot_3r (T]I) (hI1)

P].l:ch axl.n

t,_u _ 2.5 tad/hoe ao/A(_ (emlrnd5 142.31, 30.?'_
,)(d,,r,/dv_O (_.,n) (n,Sl)

r., :_ I _olq (vm/rad/_,_oe) 90,90 10.HO
(do_,/dog/nou) (0.90) (0. '_'])

0

l o 2.24 dt_g/em 6v/,Sop (,,m/em) 6.74 I.38

i

Roll axls

t_n = 2.5 rad/sec _a/A@ (cm/rad) 40.49 8.09
(deg/deg) (0.31) (O.Z2)

C,:= i 6a/p (em/rad/sec) 13.74 2.69

(deg/dvg/mec) (0,i0) (0,04) t

o4. d g/= 3.19 069
]

8.8. 1

t
l

TABLE 9.- EIGENVALUES OF AUGMENTED AND UNAUGMENTED ARTICULATED ROTOR i
AIRCRAFT AT 60 KNOTS !

Basic aircraft Rate command Attitude conmmnd

(AI) (B37) (AIS) i

0.003 + Z)0.285 -0.003 -+J 0.088 -1. 278 _+J 0.509

(r,= -0.009; mn= 0.285) (z;= 0.037| _n = 0.089) (t_= 0.929; mn= 1.376)

-0,857 _ J 0,665 -0,832 +-J 1,600 -0.783 +- ] 1.647

' (0.790; 1.084) (0.461; 1,804) (0.429; 1,823)

-0,593 -+J 1.672 -0.881 -2. 331 i j 1,400
(0.334; 1.774) -9.872 (0.857; 2.719)

-0.028 -0,oz2 -0.046
-2.701 -2.829 -0.625
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'I'ABI,I,', l l.,- ItF,I,II_,OPTER FJINTI,fflL TRAVELS ANI) I,'ORLI:
GRAIll EN*I'S

I;_mt rt_l Trilv_,l, BrL,.lktmt , {',r_d J,,u tN
,'lll N/_'li!

i',lll l ,'i'l: I v_ 2fl./I 2, ;_-',_ {)
l'l_d_l[li i _, _i' _, Ill) 'i. 'ill
l,lml_It:lldll1_I1 u3/ell_' I'lh .... I 4 4'_ 'J,q',_.

'il,lil,'r_l] eyt'lle II_.,,4 4./i'i l.Tr_
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TABLE 12,- BL_IMARY OF PILOT RATING

Exporimental Pilo r_ ioj_ ExporJmontol Pilot r_itIn
configurat,[on Pilot A B C conflguration Pilot A

T 6,5/7,5F a 7/8F 6/6F T

Q41 6 7 7 'rl 1. 7
05]. 6 8 7 TI2 6/5

Q52 5 "2 4//

q53 6 7 2 'r]4 4
q_t 6 7 a "..._ /, (3.5) I/+

Tlh
1_51 6 8 6

BS_ 7 7

11,53 ,q(4..5) '/ 2
B61 5(4.5) 7 2
B71 4(.:_..5) 7 2

A 7 6/7/7F "//4/3I" A
B32 6 6 5 All 5

B33 4 5 3 A13 4,, 3/3
B34 4 5

B35 4 7/_F
B36 3 5

B37 3 4/514F 3

HI 4 (5) 6/5 5
HI3 7 7 6

BII 3 5/6 4
Bll 3/3 4 3

H2 6.5/7/7.5F 7/7/8F 9 H2 7

B87 6/6F 8 5/4F UCC
U03

U05 716F

aFixed base.
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TABLE 13._ HANDLING QUALITIEb IMPROVEMENTS WITH TWO SERIES OF AUGMENTATIONS
FOR AN ARTICULATED ROTOR HELICOPTER, PILOT A

Experimental Control system Improvements M_Jor commentn [_
configuration .................

A Baaic aircraft (_oc tahle 1 Pitch-roll coupling; pitch, 16'5
for d_fici_ncles) and roll re_ponHos too [

sonI_it iv¢ [

Docoupltn_ and rate-command SCAS

B32 Pitch-roll couplt,ng oltmi- Pitch-roll coupl,tng bettor;

natod, Lq = Mp = 0 damping in pitch and roll
Yaw damping ihcreasod too low

B33 B32 plus pitch and roll Improved pltch and roll,
responses Lmproved but still needed work

B34 B33 plus improved vertical Good configuration, but

response motion is not responsive
enough

B35 B34 plus pitch coupling due Pitch response is very sat-

to collective eliminated isfactory; M_c = 0 was
noticed, but did not help
much

B36 B35 plus yaw due to eel- Quite good; pitch, roll
lective elimlnated dynamics could still be

improved some

B37 B36 without improved Collective response was

vertical response slower; decoupling was not
really noticeable

Attitude-command SCAS

All Provided attitude-command Stifiin roll and pitch; 5
system in pitch and roll lack of response in roll

(ms = 2.5; moderate
sensitivity)

AI3 Reduced _n to 2.0 in Roll better; agility better: 3

pitch and roll increased response in pitch

Increased sensitivity in and roll; want to lighten
roll stick force gradient

AI5 Increased sensitivity in Very agile; increased 3

pitch from AI3 response in pitch better
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V, knots

Figure 2.-- Feedback gains for articulated rotor helicopter to eliminate

pltch-roll coupling due to aircraft angular rate.
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em/r Js (:m/cm
75 -" 7,5 - PITCH

25 - z5 [ I I ] I I

37.5- 3.75 - ROLL _al_ap
i

0,

25-,,%,2.5-

_-._,._,, -_a/P

I I, ,""T"- -" "T-" ""
12.E -- 1.2B 0 20 40 60 80 lu0

V, kno_

Figure 3.--Feedback and feed-forward gains for teetering rotor helicopter,
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A/C X_
8=p + AIRCRAFT

STATE

Xo
(b) Vertical axis.

+ 6p
A/C X

8pp + + AIRCRAFT
STATE

Xo

6¢p
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l¢[gure 8.- Itx_trument _*ot_f|guration in 'JJmulator _ab.
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Figure 9.- Photograph of terrain model with nap-of-the-earth courses.
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